Science Process / Life Science / Visual Arts

A trip to the Animal Fair
Background
Animals need many of the same things we need—food, shelter, water,
cleanliness and love. Farm animals are no different, but the people who raise
them do not keep them for the same reason you keep your pets. They raise
them to help provide food and other products for you and many other people.
That doesn’t mean they don’t care for them, though. Farmers must care for
their animals to keep them healthy.
Many animal owners are boys and girls not much older than you who
raise and show animals as projects for 4-H or FFA (Agricultural Education).
All kinds of animals are on display at the fair—from rabbits and chickens to
dairy cows and even llamas. The best animals are the ones that win the
largest premiums, or cash prizes, for their owners. In our country, the first
fairs were started so animal owners would have a place to show off new
breeds of animals and find buyers for their animals. The livestock show at
the fair serves the same purpose today.

Language Arts
1. Read and discuss background and vocabulary.
—Ask students if they have ever visited an animal barn at the county or
state fair.
—What kinds of animals did they see?
—What were the animals doing?
—Why were they there?
—Ask students if they show animals at the fair or if they have older
brothers or sisters who show animals at the fair.
2. Give students copies of the student worksheet.
—Students will cut and fold the worksheets to form booklets.
—Students will place pictures of their pets or the pets they would like to
have on the cover of the booklet. They can bring photos from home, cut
pictures from magazines or draw their own pictures.
—Students will fill the remaining three pages with pictures showing the
pets’ needs.

Science
1. Invite students to bring photos of their pets from home.
—Lead a discussion about what the pets need to be healthy.
—Invite students who don’t have pets to share their observations of ani-
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P.A.S.S.
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Oral Language—2.1,4,5
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Health—3.2
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Oral Language—2.1
Health—1.3
Science Process—1.1,3
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Visual Arts—3.2; 4.1,2
grAde 1
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Life Science—2
Visual Arts—3.2,4; 4.2,3
grAde 3
Science Process—2.1;
4.1,3
Life Science—2.3
Visual Arts—3.2,4; 4.2,3
grAde 4
Science Process—2.1;
4.1,2,4
Life Science—3.1
Visual Arts—3.2,4; 4.2,3
grAde 5
Science Process—2.1;
4.1,2,4
Life Science—2.1

Materials
poster board
magazines for cutting out
pictures of animals and of
children
scissors
glue

Vocabulary
4-H—youth organization
so called from the goal of
improving a person in
head, heart, hands, and
health
FFA—Future Farmers of
America
fair—an exhibition (as of
farm products) usually
with accompanying entertainment, amusements, and
competitions
health—the condition of
being sound in body, mind,
or spirit; especially : freedom from disease
livestock—animals kept or
raised; especially : farm
animals kept for use and
profit
premium—reward

mals in other situations (in the homes of friends or relatives, at the zoo,
etc.)
2. Draw a line down the middle of a poster board to make two columns.
—Label one column “What I Need” and the other column “What
Animals Need.”
—Cut out pictures from magazines that students can recognize as depicting their own needs.
—Cut out another set of pictures depicting the needs of a variety of animals: pets, farm animals, wildlife and exotic animals.
—Place all the pictures in a box and mix them together.
—Students will take the pictures from the box one at a time and place
them on the board under the proper heading.
—Discuss how many of the needs for animals are the same as those for
people.

Visual Arts
1. Students will bring crafts they have made or objects from home they
want to show.
—Students will prepare their items for display and place them in categories for showing.
—Invite parents or another class to visit your fair.
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